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In order to better serve campus users with specific questions that are unique in each area of the grant management cycle, Accounting Services and RSP have decided to provide WISDM user support jointly.

Email to sfsmsn@bussvc.wisc.edu if you have questions in the following areas:

- Department searches and rollup.
- APPO searches.
- Appointment searches.
- Other searches (journal search, transaction search, etc).
- Projects Financials tab.
- Projects Personnel tab.

Email to wisdm@rsp.wisc.edu if you have questions in the following areas:

- Projects Funding Action tab.
- Projects Requirements tab.
- Projects Edits tab.
- Projects Cost Share Schedule tab.
- Projects Cost Share Expenditures tab.
- Projects Associated Docs tab.
- Projects WISPER tab.
- Projects Award Funding Action Report.
- Projects WISPER Search.
- Other Projects information.